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Edition 03: Unlatched

And so we’ve come to a natural ending. The windows are unlatched, the 
birds fly the nest, the breeze comes in and stirs the dust as we leave through 
opened doors.

Thank you so much for all your time and patience in waiting for this final 
edition, and thank you also to all of you who’ve put your time and effort into 
sending in pieces for submission for this, and every, issue of Near Window.  
I have loved every minute of putting this together, even though this final 
edition has been a little longer in the arrival than all the others. I apologise 
for that, it should have come out sooner. 

In between the last Near Window and this one we lost my granddad, I ended 
up having two lockdowns alone, and then I moved country from Paris back 
to my home village in Oxfordshire. Emily, the incredible designer behind 
Near Window’s aesthetic, has moved and had an awful lot on since this and 
the last edition. Needless to say, there’s been a lot on for all of us, I’m sure 
you understand. But even so, I’d like to thank you all for your patience, and 
your kindness whilst I’ve gotten this final edition out to you. 

Near Window began in my tiny Paris flat in the March of 2020 as a way of 
processing what was happening. I wrote every single day in confinement. 
Then we went through a prolonged period of inbetween, where we were 
neither confined nor released. Locked down, but not always locked in. Now, 
the window is unlatched - we’re free to go out now if we’d like to. 

It’s the natural ending to a series of zines that were written as a direct 
reaction to the conditions of the global pandemic, even if the stories, poems, 
and essays found within them weren’t necessarily about Covid. 
 Confinement.     Inbetween. 
     Unlatched. 

Thank you again to new and returning faces who have been included in this, 
and every, edition of Near Window (Including the special Holiday edition 
which I loved making.) I hope you enjoy the pieces I’ve collected together, 
from Photo Essays, to poems, to short stories, and creative non fiction. 

Stand by for more Near Window news in the future. But for now, let me say 
with all of my heart, it has been a pleasure making these little zines and if I 
made them again I wouldn’t change a thing. 

A very very special thank you should go out to Emily Smith who has 
patiently worked with me to create these pieces, and without whom Near 
Window wouldn’t exist at all. Thank you, Em, for your tireless work, and 
excellent eye. 

A  N O T E  F R O M  T H E  E D I T O R



The Long Light 
of Morning
words: Natalie Marino

Flowers radiate
with the sun’s teeth
opening
the sky shining
with sleeping
stars’ hopes
and bright red
seeds’ echoes
buried in the dry dirt.
After long nights
in a lonely cabin
I drive my children
through crooked roads
to a high mountain
overlooking
the desert city
and watch them
sled on new snow,
seeing once again
the pink pointed
dawn.



Sand with Mist
Rezia Wahid

—
Rezia’s gossamer signature work are like visual poetics which demonstrates 
breath and combination of ideology, sensual, and visual resources in which 
she has drawn in the development of her personal aesthetic born chiefly out 
of the creative interplay of memories, literature, nature, old masters, the art 

of weaving and concrete experiences of Britain, Islam and Motherhood.



I was seventeen years old, utterly drawn 
to the closing scenes of The Sandlot 
(1993), when the narrator explains 
what happened to everyone after the 

sandlot becomes a location of boyhood. 
Bertrum said to have "gotten really into the 
'60s, and nobody ever saw him again." was 
one of the many lines that stuck to me. 

In years past, my cousin Makala pointed, 
"that's you," and laughed. To this day, I 
have difficulty understanding. Sure, I loved 
Jimi Hendrix, The Beatles, and The Velvet 
Underground, but I wasn't especially 
interested in LSD, Woodstock, The Sound 
of Music, or anything Charles Manson 
related. 

The mosaic of bands that concealed my 
identity spearheaded the NYC Rock 
Revival. The Strokes, Interpol, Yeah Yeah 
Yeahs, and The White Stripes. 

I recall listening to Julian Casablancas sing, 
"Yeah, it hurts to say, but I want you to 
stay,” on the corner of Washington Square 
Park in 2014. 

Notes for Sunday
words: Dominic Pierre

Minutes before, my then-girlfriend said, "I 
don't think this can last," and we wished 
each other the best and never enunciated 
another word to each other, completely 
vanishing from one another's life.

I felt something unlatch. 

A few days later, after an evening of 
spiking forks through boneless wings, the 
Long Island Rail Road rattled the tracks 
above the heads of a few close friends and 
me. We were on the back streets of Forest 
Hills, speaking for what was our last time. 
There was an odd yet subtle comfort in 
understanding the end was inevitable. 
Everything was changing. 

The vision I had of the city, along with the 
memories connected to it, was all slipping 
away. It was as if it were a balloon string, 
and I had clammy hands. Inherent guilt 
devoured me. I thought of J.D Salinger's 
words from The Catcher in The Rye: "I was 
trying to feel some kind of good-bye."

I waltzed away to Vermont the following 



morning. On top of the grass in the Green 
Mountain College quad, barefoot, around 
new friends, we swiped crackers through goat 
cheese, draped our arms around one another, 
pulled hemp joints, and discussed ideas of 
peace and what that entailed. 

A guy roamed barefoot with a lengthy beard, 
tie-dye shirt, and guitar. He sat on the large 
blanket with a group of students who jammed 
and sang along to what somebody told me was 
a Grateful Dead song. 

Vermont, in various instances, was a haven 
where the grass was greener. Perhaps I 
overwatered specific aspects at first to submerge 
the discomfort I buried. Nevertheless, the seed 
I continuously doused grew roots, expanded, 
and shattered through the shell. 

I had graduated college, and aspects of life 
began to unfold. Then, at the end of July 2018, 
when I received the call that one of my best 
friends had passed away, I concealed tears in 
the crevices of bare palms. In the mornings, 
afternoons, and late nights, various train 
conductors chimed, "stand clear of the closing 
doors, please," and I watched my window 
of despair shatter the millisecond the doors 
separated and merged at every stop.

"Things happen for a reason," numerous 
commuters cued as they either patted my 
shoulder or my back before I got off at 42nd St. 

Walking through the tunnel, reading The 
Commuters Lament with tears falling down 
my face, "Why the pain? Just go home. Do it 
again." it read.

Days became uniform, grim memos enabled 
cynicism, and I couldn't feel anything halfway 
through that week. 

When thoughts of summer 2018 inflate my 
mind, all I could recollect was the thick fog. 

The world around me existed deprived of color, 
emotionally heavy, and nothing made sense. 
Friends, family, and others spoke words filled 
with love, even hugged me, but I felt deflated. 
I was a balloon with punctured holes, strolling 
around breathless, hyperventilating in public, 
arriving to work late, crying in bathrooms, and 
throwing up near the carousel in Central Park.

In the middle of August, two weeks later, at my 
camp job in Pennsylvania, there was a unique 
installation at camp: the butterfly dome. The 
man who ran the program, Butterfly Rob, 
approached me one night while I walked 
over the thick wooden bridge and invited me 
inside the dome. We drank a cup of green tea, 
candidly conversed about people we've known 
who passed away. A chill ran through my 
body as Rob crossed his feet over each other, 
pointed across the tent, and said, "think of it 
like butterflies,"

On August 27th, all counselors and campers 
stood beside the flagpole on the hill across 
from the cafeteria. Each of us watched Rob 
give a speech, and a few staff members assisted 
him in releasing about fifty butterflies into 
the Pennsylvania sky. I watched them vanish 
completely and developed questions about love 
and longing. 

Over the years, there was no fight, only 
evasion. As a result, the city was cultivated 
into a territory of despair. Existential anguish 
was overt downtown, harshly scratched in bar 
bathrooms where indie music played. One 
memo, in particular, caught my eye: “The city 
is dead.”

Universal grief consumed the earth, left us 
damp with memories of suffering, and now 
that the world is opening up, I can’t help but 
allow hovering uncertainty to devour me when 
it will.  



Lavender Light

In, Through, & Out
Photo Essay: Karin Hedetniem



Into the Sea

In, Through, & Out
Photo Essay: Karin Hedetniem



Art is Everywhere



Freedom



Adrenaline was running 
high, like a kite without a 
string. His sisters laughed 
at his hammering, his vivid 

drawings of aliens but the batteries were 
humming, electricity sizzling and gas tanks 
shuddering as his creation cranked into 
gear and took shape beneath his slippery 
fingers and sweaty behind. Fumes bit the 
air anxiously, dogs on a leash while his ears 
rang with the roar of pent up fusion about 
to pop and bubble. He grabbed the ham 
sandwich and stuffed it into his mouth with 
greasy fingers. He didn’t know when he 
would have time to eat again, or who would 
be out there to feed him. He pulled his 
father’s helmet over his neck. It was a tight 
fit and stuck on his ears before he squeezed 
them flat and stuffed them inside. It smelt 
of hard plastic and his mother’s cleaning 
fluid. The visor fogged with his breath. He 
wiped it with a soggy cloth before slipping 
his hands into their protective casings.  He 
flexed his muscles and backed his hips into 
the hard, plastic bucket.  He took a final 
glance around his belongings, caught his 
eldest sister flickering across the window 
as she raced off to call the family together 
for lunch. He smiled. He’d show them how 
to make a barbecue. He coughed, dry and 
rasping. It echoed in the chamber like a fish 

gulping blindly as it searched for release. 
His gloved fists fumbled for ignition. He 
squinted out the window and into the trees, 
the brittle blue sky that would suddenly be 
looming before him, then disappearing 
behind as he reached orbit and showed the 
world what a superhero looked like. The 
gas bottles juggled, jerked to life, stuttered, 
choked and spluttered to an eerie silence. 
He pressed the button again, wheezing 
with fumes, whispering, begging it to 
fire into life. With a blood curdling flash, 
flames suddenly broke out under his seat, 
their reflection streaming across his visor, 
speckling his black wetsuit with a sheen 
of fiery promise. He sensed a plunger in 
his stomach, his limbs glue themselves to 
his body while his ribs jammed into his 
spine as g-forces wretched his muscles 
into painful spasms as the whole machine 
blew sky high. He caught a glimpse of their 
home in flames as he ran down the street. 
He watched the garage roof collapse like 
a flying saucer. It was all so simple on the 
internet. He’d followed the instructions to 
the letter, and knew as he dived into the 
river and felt it hissing and spluttering, that 
the burning house was nothing but fake 
news and he was still a rocket man with no 
need for a parachute.

Fuel Injected Fury
words: E. F. S. Byrne



Mid Wales 
words: Bernard Pearson

Driving through the girth 
Of Powis in new July
I see  the land set
As a table for some banquet
This is a Marie Celeste County
Groaning under  nothing 
but the green.
Full of people not there now
resting  in the care
Of some churchyard yew,
Seeded in the time before 
Merlin’s first spell was cast.
 Following the Vyrnwy 
And the Tanat even though
They too sometimes
Have to ask the way
Through the leafy glade
And past the humpy hill
You are the biggest county in Wales
Unsure how to begin
And where on earth to end.



I’m at the table after dinner and 
through the window to my left I see 
hued layers of green going back into 
a smoked-blue haze. First is the back 

fence, festooned with creeping old man’s 
beard that grew with such groping vigour 
in the spring. Behind it is the top of the 
pear tree, leaves fluttering faintly to bare 
the small pink heads of new fruit. Further 
down is the hunched and shouldered back 
of the hill at the bottom of the village. Its 
coat is glossy and dark, that of walnuts 
and chestnuts grown out like sociable 
broccoli in an imaginary world. After that 
the landscape grows sparse. The domed 
and balding hillside below the forest is far 
enough away to feel like another place; a 
midland where only low, secretive bushes 
hold out against the valley’s ever-searching 
winds. A place where jackals and restless 
spirits own the night. And then, way off 
and robed in an opaque and silken cloak, 
lie the mountains. Each summit higher 
and paler than the last, until finally, just 
visible is Mount Mainalo.  It’s said to have 
been a place sacred to the rustic rutting 
Pan. Now it pushes in conical loneliness 
up to the heavens, always reaching, never 
holding.

Last winter we drank wine from the bottle 
as we stood for the first time in its shadow, 
alone but for the slender pines and many 
voices of the wind. I let the wine run from 
my lips and poured more into the snow. It 
was red and fleeting. My mind was full of 

wild whispered plaintiffs. Yearning poems 
from the Gods of the mountain passed 
over my head and the lives of my ancestors 
poured out of me like mist and returned 
through my nostrils to mix with the heavy 
scent of my dreams. My lips were cold and 
my body was an empty vessel left behind 
by my soul, which roared out to meet those 
who called me. But still I stayed, tethered, 
my edges snapping in the breeze.

From the last Cape of Africa to the middle 
of the Grecian Peloponnese, we moved as 
if ghosts in a packed and folded landscape, 
and we came to rest in the cupped hands of 
this mountain valley where I no longer feel 
as I did before. Who was it I left behind? 
Where is that person that held me all those 
years? Was he just a husk, a skin shucked 
against the rocks of change? You’ll know 
the feeling; the wind against new skin.

Now, I watch the colour change over dusky 
trees. Through the front veranda doors the 
vast breast of the valley’s warmed earth 
rises up to catch the last of the yellow sun. 
The frame is nearly filled with this arcing 
mound. The tip pushing into the white-
blue envelope of the evening sky. New life 
is made in the seasons, and it is summer 
now. Anything is possible. All the windows 
of the house are thrown open. I am thrown 
open. The hot wind dries the hollows of my 
bones. I prepare my skeleton to be offered 
to this place. 

Bones for Arcadia
words: Christopher D. Z. Mason



Magic carpet
words: Joseph Turrent

A magic carpet flew to our door. 
And strung as it was, with bells and beads, 
its flight was a bright sweet music that drew smiles 
from all the colleagues and acquaintances who waited 
in the streets those days of quiet, those days of no-music. 
And us, we never left the house. My wife and I 
watched boxsets in the dark, and made our own music, 
and loved the little strangenesses that grew from the earth 
we cut from our bodies. We’d never ordered any carpet, 
nor in any wine-blind darkness had we wished for one. 
But here it was. The carpet rippled twice then stilled, 
as if by grander languages than ours to bid us tread 
its weave. I felt a little drunk. Someone somewhere 
giggled and that sud of laughter soaped the air, 
which lathered in the mouths of all the neighbours, 
filled like bubbles in a bath the dry old silence of our town. 
Soon we were beneath a flood. I felt an unknown hand 
slide in the deepness of my soft palate, and then my tongue 
was gone, and blood was laughing from its root. 
Everyone was laughing as I stumbled, weightless, 
from my home, and on the magic carpet I was lifted
like a leaf is lifted, somersaulted upward on the wind
before my mouth could form the giddy fricatives of loss. 
But they would not be heard. 



Echoes
words: Savannah Cooper

Measuring the night’s passage in rectangles of headlights 
slipping through the blinds, around the curtains, sliding 
down the wall. I am not who I thought I would be, and yet I 
know myself now, in a way I didn’t then, an intimacy I didn’t 
know I was lacking. In the mirror she touches her face, leans 
forward until the gold flecks in her eyes are visible—another 
galaxy. Green, the highway patrol officer called them, the 
one who passed me on my second try at the driver’s test, 
glancing up at me in a quiet office. Hazel is the word my 
mother always used, a pair of jewels she gave me, credit due. 
My gray-eyed sister, too close in temper and shape to be 
a foundling, but I’m sure she dreams of it—not belonging 
to any of us. When she was born, my grandmother bought 
me a shirt with a lion on it, and I wore it to the hospital, 
bewildered by the wide-eyed creature in my arms. We still 
perplex one another, but also we are too much the same, 
cut whole-cloth from two people who don’t like the things 
we turned out to be. And twenty years from now, I can’t say 
where and who we’ll be, but she will call and I will answer, 
and sometimes that’s the best you can do.



Castaways
words: Jason de Koff

Traveling north we rewind the days
where flowers are waking
from the numbness of slumber,
and the sun shoots rays
that can reach the ground.
We enter the forests
with rousing spirits,
the sap of our veins
syncs with pulses of wind
and liquid crystals are left behind.
The soft wood of downed trees
are our carpeted walkways
and dapples of sunlight
the only flashbulbs we see.
Where patience is rewarded,
with the shoutouts of songbirds
whose unrecorded melodies
are the viral anthems we truly enjoy.
Total immersion releases
the remains of our trappings
and old, dead leaves soon cover
lost blindfolds.



The gun has been fired.
The gates open and me and the other 
hounds are set free.
But I don’t feel much like running, not in 
a race – which this is.
Forward…or backward… I can’t 
remember which, but a race away from 
this point, this moment…from here.

Whenever I look at one of those maps in 
the park and it has one of those handy 
‘You are here’ arrows I try to think of 
something clever and existential to say 
but I can’t because it’s just a map and 
I’m usually on my own or late to meet 
someone.
Besides it’s not always right. I’m only 
there when I’m there…but I guess even a 
broken clock tells the right time twice a 
day. Anyway.

I have spent quite a lot of time thinking 
about not being here, about the future 
and the past. About alternative universes, 
about not being in this time or in my 
body. 
And about when I’m really not here…like 
dead dead (which is like being out out 
except you’re just really very dead).
And at some point, during the nightmare 
that has been this…this…I made peace 
with being where I am – or rather 
accepted it…peace isn’t the right word. 

So now we’re here, I’d like to just sit here 
for a bit. 
I’m not desperate to push away 
from everything that’s happened…is 
happening. 
And I don’t want to.

I also didn’t book a table in a pub three 
months ago, so I’ve got not choice 
anyway.
So I’ll just be here, wherever here is now. 

You are HERE
words: Bridie donaghy



I held your diary in my hand but I didn’t read it. 

I imagine stored there within tiny fragments of your days, 
a kaleidoscope of being. Daily weather reports, and bird 
sightings, jumbled up with the minutiae of thought that 
flickers along the inside of your eyes (which is where I 
imagine my thought lives - but I never asked you where you 
kept yours). 

Today started fine and turned to rain. The leaves 
have begun to turn along the A40, and every night 
so far this week I’ve heard the geese pass overhead. I 
thought you’d like to know. 

I looked out of the back bedroom window over a garden 
much overgrown, and fields much unchanged since I sat 
on the edge of the bed a child a sent my dreams out there to 
run like Hazel’s ghost in the cartoon version of Watership 
Down. I never spoke to you about it, but I’m sure you read 
it. The country in that book being the country you grew 
up in. 

I heard a blackbird while I was sweeping. It’s only 
natural, being as it was after the rain. 

Standing in your shed, the smell of old oil and damp wood, 
and working things I saw a spider had strung her web 
across the small window panes in its corner. The Autumn 
light oozing through dusty panes to leave a streaky, blinking 
miasma over the fact that all of your things have been 
unhooked and packed away and all that’s left in here is a 
rusty saw, and a nice new home for spiders.

I’m not sure what sort of spider it is. 

unlatched

words: Lucy Wallis



Up the garden, the vegetable patches and flowerbeds are all overgrown 
and the apple tree bears fruit for the dropping because there’s no one 
here to pick them. You have gone elsewhere. 

Back upstairs now to the front where we crammed ourselves in making 
your 3 up 3 down a port in all our storms. The sun has become 
brilliant, and in the beams that break the silence the dust dances in 
eddies. Swirling in the current of all our comings and goings. Except no 
one comes. The house draws shuddered breath as the afternoon draws 
on and the curtains, undrawn, catch themselves in whichever breeze 
unsettles the dust. 

Memory settles in the corners of all the rooms and collects inside the 
cupboards and drawers. If I opened up the cupboard with your cups 
inside I might find whole days tucked inside the mugs. 11th June 1985 
jumbled in with 1st September 2001. I might find 2002’s February, or 
2007’s march. My memories, my mothers, the whole family’s, yours. 
Stored under the sink with the dustpan and brush and the WD40. 

In the garden, I look through the window at where you used to sit and 
where you don’t sit anymore and think about how nice it is that you’re 
not sitting there at all and you’re freer than all of us to go where you 
will, even though I wish you were sitting there just now. No, actually, 
I wish you were outside, or in the shed doing things, or up the garden 
digging. 

The last time I saw you, you read me Seamus Heaney’s ‘Digging’.

The August day was high and clear. No clouds. I heard a skylark 
in the field that morning and told you all about it. 

 When I read it now I hear you reading to me inside my head somewhere. 
In my head, you say ‘By God’. You say ‘By God, the old man could 
handle a spade./ Just like his old man.” and In my head, I reply to my 
memory of you “But I’ve no spade to follow men like them.”

In the silence that follows I playback you reading me the end: 

“Between my finger and my thumb
The squat pen rests.

 I’ll dig with it.” 



So after the cleaning and the clearing, I left the windows unlatched 
so that whatever may be left of you in those back rooms might find its 
way out through the overgrown garden, over the back fence, and into 
well-known fields. To wend and wind your way onward. Freer still 
than the birds are free. 

I go home to dig new furrows with my pen

and leave my window unlatched too in case you come by in the 
night to say hello. 
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